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	The Herschel Objects and How to Observe Them (Astronomers' Observing Guides), 9780387681245 (0387681248), Springer, 2007

	Many active amateur astronomers today, having already surveyed the clusters,

	nebulae, and galaxies contained in the popular Messier and Caldwell catalogs, are

	seeking new horizons to explore with their telescopes. None better can possibly be

	found than those discoveries made by the great English astronomer Sir William

	Herschel in the late 1700s to early 1800s. But rather than just over a hundred

	objects found in each of the former two listings, Herschel’s catalog contains some

	2,500 entries. This sheer number of targets has discouraged most observers – however

	avid they may be about deep-sky observing – from attempting to explore

	these unsung wonders.





	In a letter in the April, 1976, issue of Sky & Telescope magazine the author suggested

	a way to make Herschel’s list more attractive to observers. His discoveries

	were arranged into eight Classes, designated I to VIII (see Chapter 3). Of these,

	1,893 lie in Classes II and III – his faint and very faint nebulae. Dropping these and

	taking only those entries in the remaining classes as a working list results in 615

	objects – a much more manageable and realistic number of targets to view. This

	letter was followed by a full-length article on this concept in the January, 1978,

	issue of Astronomy magazine and (much later) another one in Sky & Telescope for

	September, 1992. As a result of these published pieces, observation of the Herschel

	objects began to grow in popularity among the stargazing community, and acting

	upon the author’s suggestion an actual Herschel Club was started by the Ancient

	City Astronomy Club in St. Augustine, Florida. This local effort was eventually

	adopted on a national level by the Astronomical League, a federation of most of

	the astronomy clubs in the United States. (See Appendix 1 for more about this and

	other Herschel Clubs, including a short-lived one dating back to 1958.)

	Unfortunately, the target list adopted by these organizations contains a total of

	only 400 entries rather than the full 615 that I had recommended (although some

	of its founding members are now going after the entire Herschel catalog). Among

	them are many objects of Classes II and III – which are for the most part anything

	but exciting at the eyepiece – while a number of real Herschel showpieces are overlooked.
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Pro PHP RefactoringApress, 2010

	Many businesses and organizations depend on older high-value PHP software that risks abandonment because it is impossible to maintain. The reasons for this may be that the software is not well designed; there is only one developer (the one who created the system) who can develop it because he didn’t use common design patterns and...


		

Reverse Engineering of Object Oriented Code (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Reverse engineering aims at supporting program comprehension, by exploiting
the source code as the major source of information about the organization
and behavior of a program, and by extracting a set of potentially useful views
provided to programmers in the form of diagrams. Alternative perspectives
can be adopted when the...

		

Don't Settle for Safe: Embracing the Uncomfortable to Become UnstoppableThorsons, 2017

	Popular speaker and author Sarah Jakes Roberts shows women they are not disqualified by their pain and failures and offers encouragement and strength to believe God’s best is still possible.


	Everyone has experiences in their lives that stop them in their tracks and become burdens they carry with them...





	

Modular Design Frameworks: A Projects-based Guide for UI/UX DesignersApress, 2017

	Learn the basic principles of modular design, and then put them into action to create sites that are easy to use, look great, and can be adapted within the context of your business needs.

	
		With author James Cabreraâ€•one of the thought leaders in the modular-design movementâ€•you'll create a single, scalable project for...



		

Exposure: From Snapshots to Great ShotsPeachpit Press, 2010

	Now that you've bought an amazing new DSLR, you need a book that goes beyond the camera manual to teach you how to take great shots, and that begins with understanding the fundamental principles of great photography.

	

	With Exposure: From Snapshots to Great Shots, popular photographer Jeff Revell starts with the...


		

Fundamentals of Cryptology: A Professional Reference and Interactive TutorialSpringer, 1999
The protection of sensitive information against unauthorized  access or fraudulent changes has been of prime concern throughout the  centuries. Modern communication techniques, using computers connected  through networks, make all data even more vulnerable to these threats.  In addition, new issues have surfaced that did not exist previously,  e.g....
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